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Dear Caroline,

RE: READING GOLF CLUB, KIDMORE END ROAD, EMMER GREEN, READING
RG4 8SQ

PLANNING REF: 211843

TREE SCHEDULE ADDENDUM

In accordance with your instructions for Vistry Thames Valley, I have made minor
revisions to the site’s tree schedule, as set out below. I have set out preliminary tree
schedule information for context.

1 Tree schedule

1.1 Trees: Trees have been assessed in accordance with the recommendations in

BS5837 by Arbortrack Systems Ltd and their findings are set out in their Tree Survey
Schedule of 7th March 2019. Tree locations were originally shown on the Arbortrack
Systems Ltd Tree Constraints Plan Rev.F dated July 2020 and subsequent tree plans
have used that location information.

1.2 Tree works: These were set out in the Arbortrack Systems Ltd Recommended Tree
Works schedule. This schedule included trees proposed for removal; and made

recommendations for tree works for a small number of retained trees. The works
schedule showed 98 trees proposed for removal, although the list included groups
of trees where individuals were not numbered.

1.3 Additional tree removals / losses: Subsequent to the 2019 tree schedule a small
number of trees fell or failed. These failures / losses make no significant difference
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to the overall proposals for tree protection and are noted for the record. The trees
were :

T16 –Lime: This tree was on the Kidmore End Road frontage and fell out, the
residual evidence suggesting root failure because of decay. Part of the base of the

trunk remained on site when I visited on 12th July 2022.

T229 –Cherry: This tree was in the tree belt along the northern half of the long west
site boundary and appears to have blown over. Parts of the trunk remained on site
when I visited on 12th July 2022.

T230 –Poplar: This tree was in the tree belt along the northern half of the long west
site boundary and appears to have blown over. Parts of the trunk remained on site
when I visited on 12th July 2022.

T239 –Whitebeam: This tree was in the tree belt along the northern half of the long

west site boundary and appears to have blown over. The base of the trunk and the
root plate were present when I visited on 12th July 2022.

G294 –Oak: One oak from this group was noted as windthrown in the Arbortrack
Systems Ltd tree schedule. It had been completely removed when I visited on 12th

July 2022.

1.4 Additional tree retentions: Minor layout adjustments after the preparation of the

Arbortrack Systems Ltd Tree Constraints Plan Rev.F dated July 2020 allow trees
previously shown for removal to be retained. These are trees T145 crack willow,
G165 oak, T166 birch, T167 wild cherry, T168 field maple, T169 wild cherry and T170
wild cherry. These trees will be protected by temporary tree protective fencing and
the plan AC01 shows the relocated fencing and has re-designated these as trees to
be retained.

Please call me if you would like to discuss any of these points.

Yours sincerely

Jonathan Fulcher DipArb FArborA


